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A binocular stimulus that arises when two black frontal plane surfaces located at diﬀerent depths have a gap between them for
one eye but not for the other eye is interesting since the gap is monocular––it has no matching contours in the other eye––and yet
binocular processes resolve a depth step eﬀortlessly (Vision Research, 39, 493). In two experiments we investigate the processes and
constraints underlying this depth resolution by varying the width of the solid image (the one without the gap) and the shape of the
gap. The results show that the processes underlying monocular gap stereopsis can handle a situation in which the images of two
surfaces in depth are eﬀectively overlapping for one eyes view with the other eye seeing between them and that binocular depth is
seen even when there is no disparity present. We also show that under ecologically appropriate conditions, depth curvature and
warping can result when the monocular gap has a curved or warped edge. Both these experiments imply that the visual system
responds to the ambiguity of the stimulus by adopting a minimum slant constraint.
 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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In natural scenes, surfaces located between the viewer
and a more distant surface may occlude a region of the
rear surface for one eye but not for the other (Da Vinci,
ca. 1508; Galen, ca. 175). Despite 170 years of intense
research into stereopsis there has been little scientiﬁc
interest in the role of these occluded regions in binocular
vision. Until recently these areas, if dealt with at all,
were treated as noise in a stereoscopic system based
entirely on matched images (Brewster, 1844; and for a
discussion see Gillam & Borsting, 1988). A body of
demonstrations and psychophysical results has now ac-
cumulated however indicating that the human visual
system is capable of exploiting constraints on possible
spatial layouts imposed by the presence and location of
monocular regions (Anderson, 1994; Anderson & Julesz,* Corresponding author. Address: Department of Optometry and
Vision Sciences, The University of Melbourne, Victoria 3010, Austra-
lia. Tel.: +61-3-8344-7013; fax: +61-3-9349-7498.
E-mail address: mpianta@optometry.unimelb.edu.au (M.J. Pian-
ta).
0042-6989/03/$ - see front matter  2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights re
doi:10.1016/S0042-6989(03)00252-91995; Gillam, Blackburn, & Nakayama, 1999; Gillam &
Borsting, 1988; Gillam & Nakayama, 1999; von Szily,
1921, translated 1998). 1
Depth responses based on unpaired regions can be
usefully divided into three major categories. The ﬁrst is
‘‘da Vinci stereopsis’’ a term introduced by Nakayama
and Shimojo (1990) to describe the depth perceived in an
unpaired element distally temporal to a binocular sur-
face. Da Vinci (1508) pointed out that surfaces in the
visual ﬁeld more distant than a near surface have a re-
gion on the temporal side of the near surface that only
one eye can see. Thus, seeing a monocular element that
is in temporal proximity to a binocular surface as fur-
ther than the surface ‘‘accounts for’’ its monocular sta-
tus (Nakayama & Shimojo, 1990; Ono, Shimono, &1 The analysis that follows will largely consist of environment to
image mapping and vice versa in order to convey the information
potentially carried about spatial layout by unpaired regions and, given
their ambiguity, the constraints the visual system must apply in order
to arrive at a particular solution. While we use expressions like
‘‘account for’’ and ‘‘consistent with’’, we use these terms in a geometric
sense; we do not mean to imply that thought-like processes underlie
what is seen.
served.
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Fig. 1. Birds-eye-view of two black frontal-plane panels located at
diﬀerent depths seen in front of a white background. The inner edges
of the panels are abutting for the LE, but part of the white background
is visible through a gap between the panels for the RE. LE and RE
views of this situation are shown beneath the eyes and can be fused as a
stereogram. (Redrawn from Fig. 1 in Gillam et al., 1999.)
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qualitative sense that a monocular element in a da Vinci
arrangement is generally seen as farther than the bin-
ocular surface (Ono et al., 1992), the original claim that
perceived depth increases with increased lateral place-
ment of the monocular element (Nakayama & Shimojo,
1990) has been questioned (Gillam & Cook, in press).
Quantitative depth for monocular elements in da Vinci
regions seems to require that they be attached to the
binocular surface as in the von Szily ﬁgures (von Szily,
1921, translated 1998).
A second phenomenon arising from the presence of
unpaired regions in binocular arrays is the creation by
the visual system of a ‘‘phantom’’ occluding surface in
the presence of monocular regions. (Anderson, 1990;
Gillam & Nakayama, 1999; Liu, Stevenson, & Schor,
1994; Nakayama & Shimojo, 1990). This is a corollary
of da Vinci stereopsis in that if no binocular surface is
present next to a uniocular element to account for its
monocular occlusion the visual system may construct
one, especially if the presence of an occluding surface
would account for several monocular elements in a
binocular array or if the unpaired elements extrude
vertically from the binocular conﬁguration (Anderson &
Julesz, 1995). The depth of phantom occluders can be
roughly quantitatively related to the extent of the
monocular element but the degree of depth is not geo-
metrically predictable from this width in a precise way
when conventional disparity is carefully excluded (Gil-
lam & Nakayama, 1999; Grove, Gillam, & Ono, 2002).
The present article is concerned with a third form of
depth perception arising from unpaired regions in bin-
ocular displays that has produced the best evidence so
far for highly predictable metric depth at locations
where no disparity is present, and depth is based on the
use of information provided by monocular elements.
This form has been called ‘‘unpaired background ste-
reopsis’’ (Gillam et al., 1999), but we shall refer to it here
by the more descriptive term ‘‘monocular gap stereop-
sis’’. Studies of this phenomenon have produced the best
evidence so far of highly predictable metric depth at
locations where no disparity is present (Gillam et al.,
1999). It arises when one image of a binocular shape of
solid color (e.g. a black rectangle) contains a vertical
monocular gap, which is continuous with the back-
ground in colour and luminance (this is an essential
requirement, Grove et al., 2002) whereas the other eye
sees the shape as solid (with no gap). On fusion of these
images two surfaces are seen with a depth step between
them. This phenomenon diﬀers from the two phenom-
ena described above in that the monocular element (the
gap) is not itself seen in depth and no phantom surface is
seen. The depth signal generated by these monocular
gap stimuli can be as eﬀective at generating a depth
signal as a stimulus containing a binocular gap (Pianta
& Gillam, 2003).How can this phenomenon be understood ecologi-
cally? Consider that a monocular gap will occur in im-
ages of a scene when two surfaces are separated in depth
so that one eye can see between them and the other eye
cannot, a not uncommon circumstance in normal bin-
ocular viewing (see Fig. 1(A) for a birds-eye-view of this
stimulus situation). If the surfaces were textured, the
depth step could be conveyed by conventional disparity
information. The stereogram in Fig. 1(B) shows how-
ever that this is not necessary. When this stereogram is
fused, two surfaces are seen with a depth step located at
a central gap despite the fact that the only disparity
present is at the left and right edges of the entire fused
conﬁguration. Conventional stereoscopic theory would
predict that a single slanted surface would be seen based
on the disparity of the edges and that the monocular
gap, having no match in the other eye, would not par-
ticipate in stereoscopic processes and would appear in a
state of rivalry. If however we ignore conventional dis-
parity-based stereopsis and base our analysis purely on
the ecological geometry of the situation, it is clear that a
monocular gap in one eyes image of an otherwise fus-
ible shape could only arise when there are two surfaces
present that are separated in depth. (A gap would al-
ways be seen in both eyes if two surfaces were separated
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monocular gap, if incorporated into the scene interpre-
tation by some means, would constrain the binocular
interpretation to include two distal surfaces and a depth
step between them. The diﬀerence from regular stereo-
scopic viewing of two surfaces separated in depth is that
in this case the depth step is camouﬂaged in one eyes
view, eliminating the disparity. How does the visual
system recover it? This is the subject of the present ar-
ticle.
As mentioned earlier, in Fig. 1(B) the only traditional
disparity information is the diﬀerence in the width of
each eyes total image. This disparity determines the
relative depth of the outer edges of the panels. The gap
indicates the presence of two surfaces separated in
depth. The depth between the inner edges on either side
of the gap, however, and hence the overall surface lay-
out, is not constrained. In fact, there are an inﬁnite
number of depth and slant combinations of two surfaces
that are consistent with these images. Therefore, even if
the gap is taken to indicate the presence of two surfaces
with a signed depth step between them, the visual system
must apply some form of constraint to arrive at a stable
solution.
An indication of what these constraints might be can
be construed from subjects responses in the experiment
of Gillam et al. (1999) using images such as those shown
in Fig. 1(B) where the solid black panel has the com-
bined width of the two black panels in the contralateral
eye. Depth was found to vary with gap width as if a
depth signal similar to a disparity were generated there.
Such a signal could be derived by treating the solid
image as an amalgam of two images (as geometrically
required by the presence of the gap in the contralateral
eye) and imposing the following constraints on the
parsing of the solid image into two components. These
are an abutting constraint and an equal width con-
straint. The abutting constraint takes the components of
the solid image to be abutting rather than overlapping
each other at their inner edges. This is supported (but
not required) by the fact that the horizontal outer edge
disparity of the entire conﬁguration is equal to the gap
width. The abutting constraint accounts for the fact that
the depth is metrically predicted by the gap since if the
solid image is treated as two components with a sepa-
ration of zero, disparity would be the gap minus zero.
The equal width constraint entails parsing the solid
image into components of equal width. This is sup-
ported (although not required) by the central location of
the gap in the contralateral eye. The equal width con-
straint accounts for the fact that two frontal plane
rectangles are seen and not slanted ones, since this
constraint means that each abutting half of the solid
panel is equal to the width of one of the separate panels
in the contralateral eye. These two constraints together
account for the Gillam et al. (1999) ﬁndings. Withoutconstraints such as these, a variety of slanted rectangles
and depth separations either abutting or overlapping
could be seen. It is interesting that no subject has re-
ported seeing these possibilities for this stereogram.
The constraints described above, however, are not the
only possible basis for the depth interpretation of these
stereograms. The depth at the gap is not necessarily due
to an implicit disparity signal there. Although seeing a
depth step in the center of the ﬁgure depends on the
presence of the monocular gap, depth magnitude may be
entirely attributable to the disparity present at the outer
edges of the conﬁguration. The gap may serve only to
locate the depth step. The magnitude of the depth ob-
tained by Gillam et al. (1999) can be accounted for by
assuming that a frontal plane constraint is applied to
each surface, extrapolating the depth from the edges of
the fused ﬁgure to the lines of sight representing the gap.
This would completely account for the magnitude and
location of depth seen at the gap.
Either of the above explanations would involve bin-
ocular depth processing very diﬀerent from conventional
stereopsis. In neither case does depth depend on physical
disparity at the location of seen depth. In the ﬁrst ac-
count, an implicit disparity signal is posited at the lo-
cation of the gap equal to the gap width and derived
from a parsing of the solid image into two implicit
abutting components. In the second account, a depth
signal generated at a physical disparity (at the left and
right edges) is transported to a diﬀerent location––a
perceived central gap. It is not however possible to
discriminate between these possibilities using the stimuli
used in the ﬁrst experiment of Gillam et al. (1999) since
the gap width was always equal to the outer edge dis-
parity.
In this article we explore further the issue of whether,
and under what conditions, depth derives from the gap,
the outer edge disparity, or both. We use novel condi-
tions that allow us to discriminate among the possible
constraints such as the abutting/equal width constraint
and the frontal plane constraint. In the ﬁrst experiment
we manipulate the outer edge disparity, and in the sec-
ond experiment we manipulate the shape of the mon-
ocular gap. A preliminary report of these results has
been presented (Pianta & Gillam, 2000).
1.1. Experiment 1: Manipulation of outer edge disparity
with gap width constant
In this experiment we kept the gap and the size of the
two separate panels surrounding the gap constant and
manipulated the width of the solid panel in the other
eye. This allowed us to separate the eﬀects of the gap
width and outer edge disparity on perceived depth at the
gap. In this way we hoped to determine the constraints
adopted by the visual system in resolving the ambiguity
of these stimuli.
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Fig. 3. Viewing geometry (birds-eye-view) of the three conditions used
in Experiment 1. The thick solid lines indicate stimuli (solid on the LE
and gapped on the RE) superimposed in the visual ﬁeld as they are
when viewed through a stereoscope. (They are displaced slightly for
clarity.) The thin solid lines represent lines of sight for visible stimulus
end points. The thin dashed lines show an implicit line of sight rep-
resenting central partitioning of the solid rectangle on the LE that
incorporates the equal width and abutting constraints as described in
the text. (Note that partitioning does not necessarily have to be central
and could vary over the range indicated by the arrows.) The thick
dashed lines show the binocular percepts that would result from this
partitioning. (A) Central partitioning of the solid image for the 2a
condition results in a predicted percept of two frontal plane surfaces
separated by a depth step with disparity equal to the gap. It can be seen
that this percept is also compatible with a frontal plane constraint, in
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2(A)–(C). In the ﬁrst condition (Fig. 2(A)) we used, as in
previous work, stimuli in which the width of the solid
panel in one eye equals the sum of the widths of the two
panels in the other eye, without including the gap. The
degree of outer edge disparity for the entire stimulus in
this case equals the gap width. Fig. 3(A) shows the geo-
metry of this situation. As mentioned earlier, subjects
see the fused stimulus in this case as two frontal plane
rectangles separated by a depth predicted from the outer
edge disparity which also equals the gap width. Recall
that the two possible sources of depth (gap and outer
edge disparity) and the possible constraints relying on
them are confounded in this situation.
In two further conditions, outer edge disparity and
gap width are diﬀerent, so that the diﬀerent constraints
predict diﬀerent depths. The second condition (Fig.
2(B)) was previously used by Gillam et al. (1999) in a
study measuring surface slant rather than depth. In this
case, for each gap width, the width of the solid panel in
the contralateral eye was made equal to the sum of the
widths of the panels in the other eye, plus the gap width.
Thus, outer edge disparity was eliminated. Fig. 3(B)
shows the geometry of this situation. It can be seen that
if the abutting/equal width constraint is applied here,
both surfaces will appear to slant equally away on the
side of the solid panel and the depth step will be pre-
dictable from treating the gap as a disparity. Slant is
entailed in any parsing of the solid panel since it is wider
than the combined widths of the separate panels in theD Normal stereopsis 
(probe)
A Unpaired stereopsis 
(2a)
B Unpaired stereopsis 
(2a+b)
C Unpaired stereopsis 
(2a-b)
Fig. 2. Demonstration stimuli for Experiment 1. When any of the left
pairs is fused, the right panel appears closer with crossed fusion and
the left panel appears closer with uncrossed fusion. (A) Case where the
width of the solid rectangle is equal to the sum of the widths of the
separate rectangles. These stimuli are perceived as two frontal plane
panels separated by a depth step. The apparently further panel appears
slightly larger owing to size-distance invariance. (B) Case where the
width of the solid rectangle is greater than the sum of the widths of the
separate rectangles. There is no outer edge disparity. Fusion of these
stimuli generally results in perception of two panels with a central
depth step between them combined with slant away towards the side of
the eye with the solid image (see text). (C) Case where the width of the
solid rectangle is less than the sum of the widths of the separate rect-
angles. These stimuli are generally perceived as two frontal plane
panels separated by a depth greater than the depth seen in (A) or (B).
(D) Conventional stereogram with disparity equal to the width of the
gap in the three upper stereograms.
which depth is extrapolated to the gap from the outer edge disparity of
the two surfaces. (B) Central partitioning of the solid image for the
2aþ b condition results in a predicted percept of two surfaces that
slant from a depth step at their inner edges to equal depth at their outer
edges. (C) If the central partitioning constraint is applied to the 2a b
condition, the predicted percept is of two approximately parallel
slanted surfaces separated by a depth step. The magnitude of the depth
step is similar to that seen in (B). However, if a frontal plane constraint
is applied as described above for condition (A), the predicted percept is
of two frontal plane surfaces (shown as a dashed line) separated by a
depth step twice that seen in (A).other eye. The frontal plane constraint predicts no
depth, since there is no disparity at the outer edges of the
conﬁguration to be extrapolated. In any case, it can be
seen from Fig. 3(B) that a frontal plane solution is not
geometrically compatible with the presence of the
monocular gap.
The third stimulus we used (Fig. 2(C)) is a critical and
novel one in which the width of the solid panel was al-
ways the sum of the widths of the two panels in the other
eye, minus the gap width. This means that the outer edge
disparity is twice the width of the gap. An application of
the abutting constraint to the solid panel is shown in
Fig. 3(C). It can be seen that this constraint geometri-
cally requires that at least one of the surfaces be seen as
slanted towards the eye with the solid panel since the
a a 2a-b/2a/2a+bb
a aga ab* g
B
Probe
A
Stimulus
Fig. 4. Stimulus and probe conﬁguration for Experiment 1. (A) One
side of the unpaired stimulus stereogram consisted of two rectangles of
width a separated by a gap of width b. The other side of the stereogram
was a solid rectangle with width equal to either the sum of the widths
of the separate rectangles ð2aÞ, the sum of the widths of the separate
rectangles plus the width of the gap ð2aþ bÞ, or the sum of the widths
of the separate rectangles minus the width of the gap ð2a bÞ. (B) Both
sides of the conventional probe stereogram consisted of two rectangles
(of width a) separated by a gap (of width g). Observers could freely
adjust the disparity of the probe stereogram by increasing or de-
creasing the width of the gap (b) on either side.
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of the separate panels in the other eye. A frontal plane
solution where the depth of each surface is extrapolated
from the outer edge disparity to the gap is consistent
with the stimulus situation. The important feature of
this stimulus is that imposing a frontal plane constraint
in this way will result in twice the depth that would arise
from imposing the abutting constraint to the solid panel
and treating the gap as disparity. Thus this conﬁgura-
tion allows the two types of constraint we proposed in
the introduction to be discriminated. Of additional in-
terest is the fact that the frontal plane solution in this
case implies a stimulus situation in which the two distal
surfaces in depth have images that are overlapping for
one eye, while the gap between the images is visible for
the other eye (Fig. 3(C)).
If a distal solution is possible, which geometrically
implies that the solid panel is composed of two over-
lapping panels, it would seem most likely to occur in
case C where it is supported by the frontal plane con-
straint. (Such solutions are also possible for conditions
A and B but would involve greater slants than abutting
solutions and do not seem to occur.)
To summarize the predictions: the two sets of con-
straints described above predict diﬀerent percepts for
diﬀerent conditions. The abutting/equal width con-
straint leads to the prediction that the inner edges of the
surfaces will always have a depth consistent with a dis-
parity equal to the width of the gap. When the outer
edge disparity is altered so that it does not match the
width of the gap, the depth at the gap will not change if
an abutting constraint is applied, but the two surfaces
should appear slanted to account for the diﬀerence be-
tween the physical disparity signal at the outer edges of
the conﬁguration and the implicit disparity signal at the
gap. Unlike the abutting constraint the frontal plane
constraint is only consistent with the stimulus if the
outer edge disparity is equal to or greater than the gap
width. If the gap width were greater than the outer edge
disparity, frontal planes extrapolated to the lines of sight
representing the gap in one eye would not completely
camouﬂage the gap in the other eye. When the outer
edge disparity is equal to the gap width the predicted
depth will be the same as for the abutting constraint.
However, when the solid panel is narrower than the
combined width of the separate panels (the outer edge
disparity is greater than the gap width) the depth pre-
dicted by this constraint is greater than that predicted
for the abutting constraint.
1.1.1. Method
The apparent depth elicited by unpaired background
stereograms was matched with the depth elicited by a
true stereoscopic probe. The stimuli were presented on a
Mag MX17s monitor at a resolution of 1024 768
pixels using a Power Macintosh. Stimuli were drawn inblack on a white background and were viewed through a
Wheatstone stereoscope with a viewing distance of 1 m.
The stimulus making up one half of the test stereogram
consisted of a pair of rectangles, each 170 arcmin high
and 85 arcmin wide (we call this width a, see Fig. 4(A)),
separated by a variable width gap (2.9–17.4 arcmin in
six equal steps; we call the gap width b, see Fig. 4(A)).
The stimulus for the other half of the stereogram con-
sisted of a solid rectangle 170 arcmin high, with three
diﬀerent widths: 2a, the sum of the widths of the two
separate rectangles, where the disparity of the outer
edges is b (Figs. 2(A) and 3(A)); 2aþ b, the sum of the
widths of the two rectangles plus the width of the gap,
where the disparity of the outer edges is zero (Figs. 2(B)
and 3(B)); and 2a b, the sum of the widths of the two
rectangles minus the width of the gap, where the dis-
parity of the outer edges is 2b (Figs. 2(C) and 3(C)). The
stimulus with the gap was presented equally often to the
left eye (LE) and right eye (RE).
The probe stereogram was positioned directly below
the test stereogram (with a vertical separation of 85
arcmin). Both halves of the stereogram consisted of two
rectangles (170 arcmin high by 85 arcmin wide) sepa-
rated by a gap of 2.9 arcmin. Disparity (b, see Fig.
4(B)) was introduced by increasing the gap on either side
of the stereogram. Observers could freely adjust the
disparity by moving the computer mouse; moving it
forward increased the disparity, moving it back de-
creased it.
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Fig. 5. Results of Experiment 1. Means of the stereoscopic probe
settings that match the perceived depth of the unpaired stereoscopic
stimuli are shown. For clarity, error bars are not shown, but standard
errors were generally less than the symbol size. The pattern of results is
similar for all observers. For the 2a condition (A), the depth settings
are close to those predicted if the width of the gap is treated as a
disparity. For the 2aþ b condition (B), the depth settings are less than
those found for the 2a condition. The 2a b condition (C) results in
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ment to set the depth seen at the gap in the lower ste-
reogram to match the depth seen at the gap in the upper
stereogram. On each trial, observers waited several
seconds for the full depth percept to develop, and then
used another several seconds to make their depth set-
ting. When satisﬁed with their setting they clicked the
mouse to move on to the next trial. Each combination of
gap width (2.9, 5.8, 8.7, 11.6, 14.5 or 17.4 arcmin), eye
receiving the gap stimulus (left or right), and width of
the solid rectangle (2a, 2aþ b or 2a b) was repeated
ﬁve times for a total of 180 trials. The experiment was
conducted in three sessions, with the trials randomized
in each.
Observers participating in this experiment had nor-
mal stereoscopic vision as measured by a Stereo Vecta-
graph test, and used their habitual refractive correction.
Observers SGB and PG were experienced with this task;
API and TSC were na€ıve.
depth settings that are close to twice those found in the 2a condition.1.1.2. Results and discussion
The results for the 2a condition are shown in Fig.
5(A). The solid line with unit slope indicates the pre-
dicted depth settings if the width of the gap is treated as
a normal disparity (i.e. it indicates that the disparity set
with the stereoscopic probe matches the width of the
gap). The data for all observers lie close to this predic-
tion. This result conﬁrms the ﬁndings of Experiment 2
from Gillam et al. (1999) and is consistent with parsing
of the solid panel into two abutting regions of equal
width that are matched with the two panels in the other
eye with the gap acting as a disparity. 2 However, the
results are also consistent with extrapolation of the
depth at the outer edges to the inner edges of the gap
using a frontal plane constraint. It is necessary to turn to
the other two conditions to diﬀerentiate between these
possibilities.
Fig. 5(B) shows the results for the 2aþ b condition, in
which the outer edge disparity has been eliminated.
Again, the solid line with unit slope indicates the depth
settings predicted if the gap is treated as a disparity. It is
clear that the data fall short of this prediction for ob-
servers SGB and API, and fall short at larger gap widths
for TSC. It may have been more diﬃcult for subjects to
match the probe to the depth at the gap in this condition
since the probe was always in the frontal plane whereas
the test stimulus appeared slanted as predicted by the
geometry shown in Fig. 3(B) and measured in the ex-
periment of Gillam et al. (1999). Note that this slant
cannot be due to a conventional type of disparity––there
is none. Despite this, the visual system is capable of2 Theoretically, the solid panel could be parsed anywhere along its
width giving rise to slanted surfaces. However none of the observers
reported signiﬁcant slant of the surfaces with this stimulus conﬁgura-
tion and the depth settings are consistent with a frontal plane solution.performing the task of surface layout recovery, taking
into account the presence of the gap in a sensible way.
The results obtained for stimuli with the 2a b con-
ﬁguration discriminate most clearly between these pos-
sible constraints that are confounded for the 2a
conﬁguration. The predicted depth based on the abut-
ting/equal width constraint (based on the gap disparity)
is approximately the same as the depth predicted for the
2a condition. However, the predicted depth for the
frontal plane constraint (based on the outer edge dis-
parity) is approximately twice the depth predicted in the
2a condition. Fig. 5(C) shows the results. Subjects re-
ported seeing two frontal plane surfaces in this condi-
tion just as in the 2a condition. The solid line for this
condition however has a slope of two, in agreement with
the prediction that disparity is extrapolated, using a
frontal plane constraint, from the outer edge disparity to
the perceived gap. It is clear that the data are very close
to this prediction for all observers. This strongly implies
that the visual system is using a frontal plane constraint
rather than an abutting constraint, which would pro-
duce a slope of one when depth is plotted as a function
of gap.
We repeated the measurement of depth for the three
conditions used in this experiment (outer edge dispari-
ties of 2a, 2aþ b and 2a b) with a diﬀerent subject
using a diﬀerent probe. The probe consisted of two thin
vertical lines whose visual angle height and separation
was the same as the previous probe. The test stimuli also
had the same visual angle dimensions, but were pre-
sented at twice the distance. Gap sizes were equivalent to
disparities of )6 to +6 arcmin. The probe was placed so
that when fused it appeared directly under the center of
the fused test stimulus so that the probe lines appeared
directly under the gap. As in Experiment 1 the subjects
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probe. There were eight replications per condition. The
results are shown in Fig. 6. They replicate perfectly the
ﬁndings of the three subjects used in the previous ex-
periment, namely that depth seen at the gap was twice as
great for edge disparities of 2a b compared to edge
disparities of 2a, and that when there was no outer edge
disparity (2aþ b condition) depth was nevertheless seen
at the gap in the predicted direction and also increased
as a function of gap width, but was attenuated in
magnitude relative to the depth seen in the other two
cases. These ﬁndings make it unlikely that the data from
the earlier experiment can be accounted for by suppos-
ing that subjects were matching depth at the edges of the
conﬁguration rather than at the gap as instructed.
The fact that greater depth is seen at the gap for a
greater outer edge disparity is a particularly interesting
result in that it indicates for the ﬁrst time that the visual
system is able to resolve a situation equivalent to two
surfaces in depth whose images are separate in one eye
and overlapping in the other, with complete monocular
camouﬂage of the overlap. Couched in terms of con-
ventional disparity it is as if the edges of the monocular
gap are each congruent with diﬀerent non-existent con-
tours in the other eye. More will be said about this in the
general discussion.1.2. Experiment 2: Manipulation of the shape of the gap
Experiment 1 showed that the response to monocular
gap stimuli is not simple. One obvious conclusion is that
the depth seen cannot be accounted for solely on the
basis of the physical disparity present. The monocular
gap is always used as information about spatial layout.Fig. 6. Results of a subsidiary experiment with stimuli similar to those
used in Experiment 1 but with a probe consisting of two closely spaced
thin lines placed immediately beneath the gap in the test stimulus.
Results using the line probe are very similar to those obtained using the
box probe of Experiment 1.Regardless of disparity elsewhere in the stimulus, it in-
dicates the presence of two distal surfaces separated in
depth at their inner edges. The location of the inner
edges, the magnitude of the depth step and the slant or
otherwise of the two surfaces are not speciﬁed by the
information present and depend on some combination
of the dimensions of the gap, disparity information at
the edges of the ﬁgure and imposed constraints. Exper-
iment 1 showed that if outer edge disparity combined
with a frontal plane constraint can fully account for the
stimulus information, this constraint will be adopted,
allowing extrapolation from the outer edge disparity to
the gap where the depth discontinuity is perceived.
When there is no outer edge disparity the only resolu-
tion consistent with the presence of the monocular gap is
two surfaces with a depth step between them at least one
of which is slanted. The depth seen at the gap in this case
is less predictable than when supported by outer edge
disparity, but it is in the predicted direction and does
vary with gap width, indicating that the monocular gap
can have an eﬀect similar to a disparity under some
circumstances.
In Experiment 2 we examined depth responses to the
monocular gap in interaction with outer edge disparity
in a diﬀerent way. If the gap can act like a disparity in
the sense that it can determine the magnitude of the
depth seen, then it should be possible, by varying the
width of the gap within a single stereogram, to produce
variations in the depth at the edges of surfaces deﬁning
the gap. In Experiment 2 we explored this possibility
using stimuli similar to those in Experiment 1 except
that one side of the gap was either curved or warped
keeping the other side vertical (see Fig. 7). The critical
factor for seeing depth curvature at the curved edge of a
surface bordering the gap is whether the total stimulus
on the two eyes is consistent with the existence of a
curved surface edge for that surface in both eyes (in
which case depth curvature will not be seen) or whether
this information implies a curved edge on one eye and a
vertical edge of the congruent surface in the other eye.
This would lead to perception of depth curvature. For
any given gap conﬁguration the width of the solid panel
determines which of these alternatives is the case, as
explained in more detail below.
The degree of curvature or warp and a pedestal gap
width were varied and for each gap width two widths of
the solid panel in the contralateral eye were used. Dif-
ferent predictions can be made concerning the presence
of depth curvature/warp for diﬀerent widths of the solid
panel. In one set of stimuli (Fig. 7(B) and (E)) the solid
panel was narrow so that outer edge disparity was larger
than the maximum gap width (similar to the 2a b
condition in Experiment 1). This stimulus is consistent
with distal surfaces in the frontal plane whose images
overlap for one eye (the eye with the solid panel) while
the other eye (the one with two panels) can see between
C Normal stereopsis 
(bulge, probe)
A Unpaired stereopsis 
(bulge, 2a)
B Unpaired stereopsis 
(bulge, 2a-b)
F Normal stereopsis 
(warp, probe)
D Unpaired stereopsis 
(warp, 2a)
E Unpaired stereopsis 
(warp, 2a-b)
Fig. 7. Demonstration stimuli for Experiment 2. When any of the left
pairs is fused, the right panel appears closer with crossed fusion and
the left panel appears closer with uncrossed fusion (vice-versa for the
right pair). One edge of the gap is bulged in (A), (B) and (C), and one
edge is warped in (D), (E) and (F). When fused, one of the panels
appears bulged or warped in depth under some conditions (described
below). (A) Unpaired stereopsis with the width of the solid rectangle
equal to the sum of the maximum widths of the separate shapes in the
contralateral eye. When fused, the left panel appears to bulge in depth,
whereas the right panel is ﬂat; a depth step separates the panels. (B)
Unpaired stereopsis with the width of the solid rectangle less than the
sum of the maximum widths of the separate shapes. When fused, both
the left and right panels appear ﬂat and separated by a depth step. (C)
Conventional stereogram. When fused, the left panel appears to bulge
in depth, whereas the right panel is ﬂat; a depth step is present between
the panels. (D), (E) and (F) Same as (A), (B) and (C), but using warp
stimuli instead of bulge stimuli.
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the non-visible (implicit) image of the curved surface
edge is also curved (although it could of course have any
shape) and there is therefore no compelling stimulus
reason to see curvature or warp in depth at that edge. If
a frontal plane constraint is adopted in this case the
depth will be determined entirely by the outer edge
disparity as in the overlapping condition of Experiment
1. On the other hand if an abutting constraint were
adopted (the solid panel treated as two equal and
abutting rather than overlapping panels) the outcome
should be some combination of slant and warping/
bulging at the gap. On the basis of the results for the
2a b condition in Experiment 1, which showed that
the visual system is able to arrive at a distal solution
implying camouﬂaged overlapping frontal plane images
in one eye, we expected a frontal plane solution rather
than an abutting solution to be adopted in this case.
In the second set of stimuli (Fig. 7(A) and (D)) the
solid panel was wider so that outer edge disparity was
equal to the minimum gap width (similar to the 2a
condition of Experiment 1). Only the minimum gap was
consistent with a frontal plane constraint (see the anal-
ysis introducing Experiment 1). For other parts of the
gap, the gap width was greater than the outer edgedisparity. As for the 2aþ b condition in Experiment 1
the surface must be slanted to account for these latter
gap/disparity relationships. The depth at the gap would
thus be expected to increase or decrease as curvature or
warp increases or decreases the gap width. Thus curva-
ture or warping in depth might occur under these con-
ditions.
1.2.1. Method
The apparent depth and surface curvature seen with
monocular gap stereograms was matched with the depth
and surface curvature seen with a stereoscopic probe
(Fig. 7(C) and (F)). The stimuli were presented on an
Apple Multiple Scan 720 display at a resolution of
1024 768 pixels using a Power Macintosh. Stimuli
were drawn in black on a white background and were
viewed through a Wheatstone stereoscope with a view-
ing distance of 3.3 m.
Two types of stimuli were used: a bulge, in which the
arc of a circle formed one edge of the gap, and a warp, in
which one edge of the gap was angled (see Fig. 7 for
demonstrations). The stimulus and probe used for the
bulge are shown in Fig. 8. The stimulus making up one
half of the test stereogram consisted of a pair of
bounding rectangles 60 arcmin high and a maximum of
30 arcmin wide (a in Fig. 8(A)), separated by a gap (b in
Fig. 8(A), 6 and 12 arcmin). The inner edge of one of
these rectangles was formed by an arc with variable sag
(c in Fig. 8(A), 0.0, 2.4 and 4.8 arcmin), and was either
convex (+ve bulge) or concave ()ve bulge). For a convex
bulge (shown), the width of the gap narrowed from b at
the top and bottom to b c in the middle; the opposite
was true for the concave bulge. The stimulus for the
other half of the stereogram consisted of a solid rect-
angle 60 arcmin high, and with widths of either 2a, the
sum of the widths of the two bounding rectangles or
2a b, the sum of the widths of the two rectangles minus
the maximum width of the gap. The 2a condition results
in an outer edge disparity of ð2a cþ bÞ  ð2aÞ ¼ b c
(the minimum gap width), whereas the 2a b condition
results in an outer edge disparity of ð2a cþ bÞ
ð2a bÞ ¼ 2b c (the sum of the minimum and maxi-
mum gap widths). The warp stimuli had the same size
bounding rectangles, and the angled line traversed a
horizontal distance equal to c so that the gap width
narrowed linearly from b at the bottom (+ve warp) or
top ()ve warp) to b c at the top or bottom, respec-
tively.
The stimulus containing the gap was presented
equally often to the LE and RE, and the curved or an-
gled edge was presented equally often on the left and
right side of the gap. The probe stereogram is shown in
Fig. 8(B) and was positioned directly below the test
stereogram (with a vertical separation of 30 arcmin).
Both halves of the stereogram consisted of two bound-
ing rectangles (60 arcmin high by 30 arcmin wide)
a 2a /2a-bb
aga-c ab* g
B
Probe
A
Stimulus
c*
a-c
c
a-c
c
Fig. 8. Stimulus and probe conﬁguration for Experiment 2. (A) One
side of the unpaired stimulus stereogram consisted of two bounding
rectangles of width a separated by a gap of width b c. The inner edge
of one of these rectangles was either the arc of a circle (called a bulge
stimulus, as shown) or an angled line (called a warp stimulus, not
shown). The sag of the arc, c, speciﬁed the magnitude of the bulge; the
magnitude of the warp was speciﬁed by the horizontal extent traversed
by the angled line, c. A positive bulge corresponded to a convex arc,
while a negative bulge was concave. For a positive warp the width of
the gap increased towards the bottom of the stimulus, and for a neg-
ative warp the gap width decreased. The other side of the stereogram
was a solid rectangle with width equal to either the sum of the widths
of the separate bounding rectangles ð2aÞ or the sum of the widths of
the separate bounding rectangles minus the minimum width of the gap
ð2a bÞ. (B) Both sides of the conventional probe stereogram con-
sisted of two bounding rectangles (of width a) separated by a gap (of
width g). Both sides of the stereogram had the same layout as the side
of the test stereogram containing the gap. The disparity ðbÞ and the
magnitude of the bulge or warp ðcÞ were freely adjustable by the
observer. Maximum bulge in depth would be indicated by the subject
setting c to zero so that a straight line in the adjustable eye is matched
to the curved line in the other eye. Zero bulge in depth would be in-
dicated by setting c to equal c in which case the curvature at the edge
of the gap would be the same in the two eyes consistent with a curved
edge in the frontal plane.
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the gap on both sides of the stereogram was curved or
tilted. The degree of bulge/warp ðcÞ was freely adjust-
able by the observer: moving the mouse right increased
it, moving it left decreased it. The value c in the other
eye was ﬁxed at the value c used in the test stimulus.
Thus, setting the sag to zero resulted in the percept of a
curved surface on one side of the stereoscopic probe,
and setting the variable sag to be the same as the ﬁxed
value in the other eye resulted in the percept of a ﬂat
surface. To account for these counterintuitive values, the
c-values were normalized by calculating the diﬀerence
between the ﬁxed c-value and the variable c-value.
After normalization, a c-value of zero resulted in the
appearance of a ﬂat surface, and a c-value other thanzero resulted in the appearance of a bulged/warped
surface. Depth between the two rectangles was intro-
duced by increasing the gap on one side of the stereo-
gram by b. Observers could freely adjust the disparity
by moving the computer mouse: moving the mouse
forward increased the disparity, and moving it back
decreased it.
The observers task was to use a method of adjust-
ment to set the depth of the panels and the surface
curvature at the gap of the lower probe stereogram to
match the combination of depth and curvature seen at
the gap in the upper test stereogram. The depth in this
case referred to the depth diﬀerence between the panels,
which results from Experiment 1 indicate should be seen
in the frontal plane except where local depth curvature
occurs. On each trial, observers waited several seconds
for the full depth percept to develop, and then required
another several seconds to make their settings. Depth
and curvature adjustments could be made simulta-
neously, but observers generally found it easier to al-
ternately adjust the depth and then the warp or
curvature until a match was obtained. When satisﬁed
with their setting they clicked the mouse to move on to
the next trial. Each combination of b (6 or 12 arcmin), c
(0.0, 2.4 or 4.8 arcmin), type of edge (bulge or warp),
side of edge (left or right), direction of bulge/warp (+ve
or )ve), eye receiving the gap stimulus (left or right), and
width of the solid rectangle (2a or 2a b) was repeated
ﬁve times for observer MJP for a total of 960 trials, and
three times for observers BJG and JMB for a total of
576 trials. The experiment was conducted in four ses-
sions, with randomized trials in each.
Observers participating in this experiment had nor-
mal stereoscopic vision, and used their habitual refrac-
tive correction. Observers MJP and BJG are authors;
JMB was na€ıve.
1.2.2. Results and discussion
The depth estimates obtained in this experiment may
be based on a number of stimulus parameters. The
symbols in Fig. 9 plot the predicted depth (d) for all of
the stimulus parameters used in this experiment. Each
panel shows predictions based on a diﬀerent stimulus
parameter: minimum gap width (A), maximum gap
width (B), and outer edge disparity (C). Predictions
based on the minimum gap width lie on a line that
passes through the origin with unit slope ðd ¼ b cÞ
because the predicted depth is equal to the minimum gap
width. There is no diﬀerence in the prediction for the 2a
and 2a b conditions (the data points in the ﬁgure have
been displaced slightly). The prediction derived using
the maximum gap width results in four possible depth
values ðd ¼ bÞ that correspond to the four values of b
used in the experiment ()12, )6, 6 and 12 arcmin). As
with the minimum gap predictions, there is no diﬀerence
between the 2a and 2a b conditions. Predictions based
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Fig. 11. Results for Experiment 2: matched bulge and warp magni-
tudes for the three observers. Means of the matched bulge (A) or warp
(B) magnitudes plotted as a function of the magnitude of the bulge or
warp presented in the test stereograms. Standard errors (not shown)
were generally smaller than the symbol size. The pattern of results is
similar for all observers, and for the bulge and warp stimuli. The 2a
condition (open symbols) results in bulge and warp settings close to
those presented in the test stereogram (the solid line of unit slope in-
dicates this prediction). However, for the 2a b condition (ﬁlled
symbols) the bulge and warp settings are close to zero.
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Fig. 9. Predicted perceived depth for the stimulus parameters used in
Experiment 2. (A) The depth predictions based on minimum gap width
lie on a line that passes through the origin and has unit slope
ðd ¼ b cÞ; there is no diﬀerence in the prediction for the 2a and
2a b conditions (the data points have been displaced slightly for
clarity). (B) There are only four depth values predicted from the
maximum gap width ðd ¼ bÞ, and they correspond to the four values of
b used in this experiment; there is no diﬀerence in the prediction for the
2a and 2a b conditions (the data points have been displaced slightly
for clarity). (C) The predictions based on outer edge disparity are
diﬀerent for the 2a and 2a b conditions. For the 2a condition, the
prediction is a line of unit slope that passes through the origin
ðd ¼ b cÞ. For the 2a b condition, the predictions lie on four lines,
all with unit slope but with diﬀerent y-intercepts that correspond to the
four b-values used in this experiment ðd ¼ ðb cÞ þ bÞ.
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Fig. 10. Results for Experiment 2: matched depth settings. Means of
the stereoscopic probe depth settings that match the perceived depth of
the bulge (A) and warp (B) stimuli plotted as a function of the mini-
mum gap width ðb cÞ. Standard errors (not shown) were generally
smaller than the symbol size. The pattern of results is similar for all
observers, and for the bulge and warp stimuli. For the 2a condition
(open symbols), the depth settings are close to those predicted if the
minimum width of the gap is treated as a disparity. For the 2a b
condition (ﬁlled symbols), the depth settings are more than twice those
found in the 2a condition.
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2a condition, the prediction is the same as that obtained
by using the minimum gap width (d ¼ b c, a line of
unit slope that passes through the origin) because the
outer edge disparity is equal to the minimum gap width
in this condition. For the 2a b condition, the predic-
tions also lie on lines with unit slope, but with four
diﬀerent y-intercepts ðd ¼ ðb cÞ þ bÞ corresponding to
the four values of b used in the experiment. These b-
values can be thought of as an outer edge disparity
pedestal that results in a constant displacement of the
line along the predicted depth axis.
Matched depth settings are shown in Fig. 10 for both
the 2a condition (open symbols) and the 2a b condi-
tion (ﬁlled symbols). The results are very similar for all
observers, and for the bulge and warp stimuli. It is clear
from the data that the observers depth settings closely
match the prediction based on outer edge disparity (in-
dicated by the solid lines of unit slope). Therefore, the
properties of the gap itself do not appear to be utilized in
the derivation of depth for these stimuli. As for the 2a
and 2a b conditions for Experiment 1, the outer edge
disparity was extrapolated using a frontal plane con-
straint.
The main interest in this experiment is in the bulge
and warp results. Matched bulge and warp settings are
shown in Fig. 11 for both the 2a condition (open sym-
bols) and the 2a b condition (ﬁlled symbols). The
pattern of results is similar for all observers, and for thetwo stimulus types. However, there is a clear diﬀerence
between the 2a and 2a b conditions. The solid line that
passes through the origin with unit slope indicates the
prediction when the bulge or warp settings match the
maximum predicted bulge or warp in depth. The data
for the 2a condition lie close to this prediction, indi-
cating that the observers perceive a surface curvature
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fused with a vertical edge in the other eye. These results
are consistent with the hypothesis that the monocular
gap shape can inﬂuence depth and the hypothesis that
the solid rectangle is parsed into two implicit rectangles
that are fused with the two non-rectangular shapes in
the other eye (the abutting constraint).
However, the data for the 2a b condition lie close to
zero for all test stimulus bulge or warp values. These
results indicate that the observers perceived the surface
containing the bulge or warp as ﬂat under these condi-
tions, as predicted. These are the conditions consistent
with overlapping images in the eye with the solid panel.
This striking diﬀerence between the perceived surface
curvature for the 2a and 2a b conditions can be ex-
plained more precisely by the viewing geometry shownLE RE
A
LE RE
B
2a2a
Fig. 12. Viewing geometry for the 2a condition used in Experiment 2.
The two diagrams show birds-eye-views of sections through diﬀerent
levels of the stimulus. (A) Section through the center of the stimulus
(indicated by the thin dotted line). Assuming (from Experiment 1) that
the frontal plane constraint applies to the rear surface, the shaded
region and arrow indicate the range of possible slants (the slant con-
straint zone) for the front surface. The thick dotted line indicates the
predicted percept if the frontal plane constraint is applied. (B) Section
through the top or bottom of the stimulus (indicated by the thin dotted
line). Assuming that the frontal plane constraint applies to the rear
surface, the shaded region and arrow indicate the range of possible
slants for the front surface (the slant constraint zone). This region does
not include a frontal plane solution. The thick dotted line indicates the
minimum possible slant. Combining the predicted depths and mini-
mum slants from (A) and (B) results in the percept of a bulging left
panel positioned nearer than a ﬂat right panel; the top and bottom
edges of the left panel bulge towards the observer.in Figs. 12 and 13. These ﬁgures show the geometry for
two horizontal sections through the stimuli, either
through the middle (A) or through the top or bottom
(B). For simplicity in these ﬁgures, and based on the
data presented in Experiment 1, and it is assumed that
the rear panel is perceived as frontal. The range of
possible slants for the front panel can then be deter-
mined, and is indicated by the double-headed arrow and
the shaded area. We call this area the slant constraint
zone, which is similar to the notion of a depth constraint
zone introduced by Nakayama and Shimojo (1990). For
the 2a condition (Fig. 12) in a section through the
middle of the stimulus, the slant constraint zone includes
a frontal plane solution that is at one extreme of the
slant constraint zone. However, the minimum-slant so-
lution for the left panel in a section through the top orLE RE LE RE
A B
2a-b2a-b
Fig. 13. Viewing geometry for the 2a b condition used in Experi-
ment 2. The two diagrams show birds-eye-views of sections through
diﬀerent levels of the stimulus. (A) Section through the center of the
stimulus (indicated by the thin dotted line). Assuming that the frontal
plane constraint applies to the rear surface, the shaded region and
arrow indicate the range of possible slants (the slant constraint zone)
for the front surface. The thick dotted line indicates the predicted
percept if the frontal plane constraint is applied. (B) A birds-eye-view
of a section through the top or bottom of the stimulus (indicated by the
thin dotted line). Assuming that the frontal plane constraint applies to
the rear surface, the shaded region and arrow indicate the range of
possible slants for the front surface (the slant constraint zone). The
zone includes a frontal plane solution (shown by the thick dotted line).
Combining the predicted depths and minimum slants from (A) and (B)
results in the percept of a ﬂat left panel positioned nearer than a ﬂat
right panel.
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edge nearer the observer, which is again at one extreme
of the slant constraint zone. These are the solutions
predicted by the abutting constraint in both cases.
Combining these predicted depths and slants results in
the percept of a bulging left panel positioned nearer than
a ﬂat right panel. The inner corners of the left panel
appear to curl towards the observer.
For the 2a b condition (Fig. 13) the solution for the
left panel in a section through the top, middle or bottom
of the stimulus always includes a frontal plane surface
(which lies between either extreme of the slant constraint
zone). This means that the combined percept is of a ﬂat
left frontal-plane panel positioned nearer than a ﬂat
right frontal-plane panel. Note that the frontal plane
constraint applied in this condition results in the two
surfaces that are overlapping for the LE. An abutting
constraint cannot account for overlapping surfaces.
Thus, although an abutting constraint can account
for the bulge and warp results in condition 2a, it cannot
account for the lack of these in condition 2a b.
However, if the frontal plane constraint is broadened
into a minimum slant constraint it can account for both
results. The bulge and warp solutions are always such as
to keep the slant of the surface to the minimum com-
patible with the geometry of the situation at each hori-
zontal slice of the surface.2. General discussion
In simple monocular gap stereograms, manipulation
of the outer edge disparity showed ﬁrst that when the
outer edge disparity is equivalent to the width of the
gap, the perceived depth between the two panels ap-
proximates the depth predicted from either the outer
edge disparity or the width of the gap (since these pa-
rameters are equal). Second, it was shown that if the
outer edge disparity is zero the panels appear slanted
(Gillam et al., 1999) and the matched depth is somewhat
less than predicted by the gap width. Third, it was
shown that an outer edge disparity equal to twice the
width of the gap results in depth matches that agree
closely with depth predicted from the outer edge dis-
parity.
Manipulations of the shape of the gap in monocular
gap stereograms showed that matches to the relative
depth between the two panels follow the pattern of depth
predicted from the outer edge disparity. However,
matches of the depth within the panels (i.e. surface
curvature matches) are similar to those predicted from
the shape of the gap for stimuli that result in the percept
of panels in which their inner edges are adjacent for one
eye, but no depth was seen within the panels when the
width of the solid panel was such that the panels would
be overlapping for the other eye.These results conﬁrm and extend the study of Gillam
et al. (1999). They indicate that the visual system does
not simply derive depth from either the outer edge dis-
parity alone or from the width of the monocular gap
alone, but that information from both these properties is
combined in a way that is consistent with the geometry
of the stimuli. The simplest way to account for the
speciﬁc layout perceived is to postulate that the visual
system uses the monocular gap to indicate the presence
of two distal surfaces separated by a signed depth gap
and then uses edge disparities and a minimum-slant
constraint to determine the depth properties of the
surface layout. Using this constraint, the resultant slant
percept is the minimum level of slant (i.e. slant as close
to the frontal plane as possible) consistent with the slant
constraint zone, which is deﬁned by the properties of the
gap and the outer edge disparity together. In this way,
the visual system appears to ‘‘automatically’’ switch
from relying predominantly on the properties of the gap
when the edge disparity is smaller than the size of the
gap, to relying on edge disparity when the edge disparity
is equal to or greater than the size of the gap. A mini-
mum-slant constraint is in agreement with the lack of
perspective in the stimuli, and such a solution represents
a better ‘‘generic view’’ since the images of frontal-plane
rectangles alter less with lateral changes in viewpoint
than the images of slanted rectangles (Nakayama &
Shimojo, 1992). Alternatively, an abutting constraint
can account for the conditions that result in non-over-
lapping panels, but is inconsistent with the conditions in
which overlapping panels are implied.
Traditionally, it has been assumed that the funda-
mental type of depth information used by the visual
system is disparity (the relative diﬀerence in position of
an image feature in each eyes image). The fundamental
diﬃculty in computing disparity is that corresponding
features in the two eyes must be identiﬁed. The domi-
nance of this idea has meant that many models of
stereoscopic vision have focused on the feature matching
process (Dev, 1975; Jones & Malik, 1992; Julesz, 1971;
Marr & Poggio, 1976, 1979; Pollard, Mahew, & Frisby,
1985), and many of these types of models simply treat
unpaired regions as noise, determining their location
only after they have solved the correspondence problem
(Baker & Binford, 1981; Geiger, Ladendorf, & Yuille,
1995; Watanabe & Fukushima, 1999). Recently, how-
ever, some models have proposed various techniques
that explicitly compute and use unpaired regions to
enhance depth discontinuities. Belhumeur and Mum-
ford (1992) and Belhumeur (1996) proposed a model for
stereopsis within a Bayesian framework that can directly
represent and compute unpaired regions (which they call
half-occluded regions). Grossberg and McLoughlin
(1997) and McLoughlin and Grossberg (1998) devel-
oped a stereo disparity model to speciﬁcally solve the
problem of depth perceived for half-occlusions.
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grams presented here the unpaired region is not seen as
an element in depth, but appears contiguous with the
background. The gap indicates the presence of a depth
step, without being assigned a depth per se. This is dif-
ferent from the situations in which unpaired regions or
elements themselves are seen in depth. Given that most
of the computational models of stereopsis that directly
attempt to identify unpaired regions attach a speciﬁc
depth to those regions (Grossberg & McLoughlin, 1997;
McLoughlin & Grossberg, 1998; Watanabe & Fuku-
shima, 1999), those models cannot account for the eﬀect
of the unpaired regions present in our stimuli. Bayesian
models (Belhumeur, 1996; Belhumeur & Mumford,
1992) should be capable of simulating the correct per-
cept from our stimuli, but this would depend on the
construction of a prior model from local scene geometry
(including surface orientation) so the model would in
eﬀect apply a minimum-slant constraint. Very recently,
Grossberg and Howe (2003) have proposed a cortical
model of stereopsis to account for the percepts gener-
ated by the simplest versions of the monocular gap
stimuli (those in which the width of the solid panel is
equal to the sum of the widths of the separate panels). In
these cases the inner edges of the panels appear adjacent
for one eye, and separated for the other. It would be
interesting to apply their model to situations where the
panels appear to overlap for one eye.
What types of cortical cells could mediate the detec-
tion of unpaired regions? The cells must receive input
from both eyes, and should respond strongly when
features are present in one eye but are absent in the
other. Ohzawa and Freeman (1986, see their Fig. 12)
found a few (8%) strongly ‘‘monocular’’ simple cells in
cat visual cortex that show an inhibitory, phase-inde-
pendent response to stimulation of the non-dominant
eye. These cells responded strongly to stimulation of the
dominant eye alone, but showed little response to
stimulation of the non-dominant eye alone. However,
the strong response generated by stimulation of the
dominant eye was signiﬁcantly reduced when the non-
dominant eye was also stimulated. These cells could
potentially signal the presence of a depth step associated
with an unpaired region and, because their response also
signals which eye is stimulated, they are also capable of
signaling the direction of the depth step. While these
cells may indicate the presence and direction of a depth
discontinuity, they can provide little information about
the magnitude of the depth step because, as we have
shown, there is no simple relationship between the
properties of the monocular gap and the perceived sur-
face layout. Subsequent processing would have to inte-
grate information from these cells with information
from cells responsive to other features of the stimulus
(e.g. outer edge disparity) and apply constraints in a
highly sophisticated manner.In summary, there appears to be no direct relation-
ship in monocular gap stereograms between the outer
edge disparity and perceived surface layout, or between
the properties of the gap and perceived surface layout.
The visual system seems to combine depth information
derived from both these parameters in a sensible way to
devise an ecologically plausible surface layout solution
that is entirely consistent with the geometric constraints
of the stimuli. The results for all stimuli used in these
experiments can be explained by the application of a
minimum-slant constraint that takes into account both
the outer edge disparity and the properties of the mon-
ocular gap. An abutting/equal width constraint can ex-
plain the results for stimuli that generate the percept of
non-overlapping panels, but it fails to account for the
situation in which the panels are overlapping.
These results reveal the sophistication of stereopsis as
a process of surface recovery in which a uniocular fea-
ture is used to indicate two distal surfaces separated in
depth. It is noteworthy that depth is seen at a location
where there is no disparity signal and even when there is
no disparity signal anywhere in the fused stimulus.
While all such stimuli are ambiguous the resolution can
be tightly and reliably determined by imposed con-
straints. It is possible that conventional stereopsis may
be a similar process to other forms of surface recovery,
but one that requires fewer imposed constraints because
of the greater constraints within the stimulus itself.Acknowledgements
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